Electrification, lightning and microphysics in a simulated, 'bow echo' severe storm
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This study uses a numerical cloud model to examine how the microphysics and the dynamics of 'bow echo' storms affect electrification and lightning production. 'Bow echo' storms produce some of the fiercest and most widespread wind damage of storms in the severe storm spectrum. However, because they have not been studied much with polarimetric radar or lightning mapping systems, we don't know much about lightning production in them or about what can be inferred about the from trends in lightning. Moreover, we don't know if lightning observations might help play a role in operational forecasting the severe weather with these storms as might be possible with supercell storms. In this work we will present an idealized 'bow echo' simulation of lightning, electrification, and microphysics by a three-dimensional numerical model with advanced numerics, microphysics parameterizations, electrification parameterizations, and lightning schemes.

The primary focus will be on electrification and lightning development at the relatively early, large, 'tall echo' stage (after about one hour in the simulation), the development of the start of the 'bow echo' stage (after about three hours), and the severe storm 'bow echo' stage (after about four hours). The three stages represent the times when an operational forecaster might first recognize the possible development of a 'bow echo', the onset of a 'bow echo', and the full blown severe weather stages of the 'bow echo'. Where and how lightning fits into these times is not yet known. Use of an advanced numerical model is one way to help establish hypotheses to help direct future observations to test the hypotheses.